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"

I" would" like" to" share" some" thoughts" about"my" interesting" and" at" times" hectic" working" and"

personal" life" with" Graeme" John." " The" journey" began" 40" years" ago" when" Graeme" had" just"

completed"his"PhD"at"ANU"and"began"work"as"a"lecturer"at"Flinders"University"in"1975."My"first"

encounter" was" as" student" in" his" courses" the" Geography" of" Australia," Social" Geography" and"

Demography," which" basically" sparked" my" initial" interest" in" population" with" a" very" heavy"

geographical"and"social"context."This" is"what"Graeme"was"exceptionally"good"at"and"his"work"

throughout"his" career"married"his"demographic" training"with"his" love"of" geography"–"he"put"

place" in" demography" which" was" often" not" the" case" and" went" on" to" kindle" Demographers"

interest"in"migration.""

"

Graeme" throughout" his" life"maintained" an" amazing" general" knowledge" of" the"world," people"

and" places," loved" Adelaide," his" cricket" and" Port" Power" Team," he" was" generous" with" his"

knowledge"and"encouraged"and"inspired"students"at"all" levels"to"follow"his" interests." "He"was"

also" very" apt" at" presenting" his" research" to" a" wide" range" of" audiences" that" were" often"

enthralled"by"what"this"unassuming"academic"had"to"say.""

"

Graeme" had" enormous" drive" and" energy,"was" a" born" optimist," enjoyed" his" running" and" can"

best"be"described"as"a"workaholic;"a"serial"international"traveller;"an"ambitious"achiever;"highly"

competitive;"and"at"the"same"time"was"compassionate,"mild;mannered"and"charming."Another"

much" appreciated" attribute" was" his" consideration" and" loyalty" to" those" who" stayed" working"

with"him"for"the"duration"of"his"academic"career."Unfortunately"one"less"favourable"attribute"

was"he"could"sometimes"bend"the"truth"because"he"had"grossly"over;committed"himself."

"

I"would" like" to" follow"through"some"eras" that"we"experienced" together" in"my"roles" first"as"a"

research"assistant,"a"tutor"and"lecturer,"then"to"assume"much"of"his"teaching"and"to"eventually"

become"Head"of"the"Department"and"effectively"his"boss,"nominally!"This"part"of"the"journey"

lasted"35"years"–"1979;1991"at"Flinders"University"and"then"when"Graeme"became"Professor"of"

Geography" at" Adelaide" University" in" 1992," I" moved" with" him" along" with" Janet" Wall" and"

Margaret"Young,"and"this"team"remained"his"mainstay"until"his"untimely"death"earlier"this"year."

We" were" all" attuned" and" well" trained" to" cope" with" what" some" might" describe" as" a" roller"

coaster"ride,"and"were"at"times"worried"that"we"might"not"go"the"distance,"but"to"our"surprise"

it"was"Graeme"that"was"first"to"depart.""He"thrived"on"challenges"and"despite"his"incessant"will"

to"win"unfortunately"lost"the"last."

"

He"was"particularly"good"at"identifying"new"areas"of"research"that"would"become"his"focus"of"

attention,"provide"the"basis"for"new"grants"and" income,"material" for"new"publications,"topics"

for"new"PhDs"to"pursue,"and"fodder"for"his"numerous"papers"and"presentations."Well"before"

many" others," we" were" providing" census" atlases;" doing" small" area" population" projections;"

anticipating" the" implications" of" ageing" populations," the" demise" of" rural" populations" and"

counter;urbanisation;" the" impacts" of" increasing" global" migration;" the" role" of" diasporas,"

immigration"and"emigration"in"the"Australian"context;"the"plight"of"refugees"and"human"rights"

issues;" as" well" as" migration" and" development" in" the" Asia;Pacific" region." " The" relationship"



between"climate"change"and"migration"was"a"more"recent"passion"that"flavoured"his"research"

and"once"again"put"him"out"in"front."

To"quote"him"from"his"CV"""""Main"Research"Interests:""""

" International"migration," its" changing" patterns," causes" and" implications" for" social"

and" economic" change" especially" in" Asia" and" Australia." " International" migration,"

ageing"and" the" role"of"migration" in"Australian" regional"development." "Urban"and"

population" geography" and" demography," social" geography," demographic" trends"

(especially"population"mobility)"and"development"in"Southeast"Asia.""The"impact"of"

development" on" economic" and" social" well;being" in" Southeast" Asia." " Population"

trends"and"their"implications"in"Australia."""

"

I"will" start"with" the" 1980s" and" it" is" fitting" to" align" this"with" the"beginnings" of" the"Australian"

Population"Association.""He"was"a"long;term"member"of"the"association"and"National"President"

in"1988;89"with"me"as"secretary"then"later"in"2000"I"also"had"the"privilege"of"being"president.""

An"early"APA"Conference"yielded"a"photo" that"Graeme"valued"with"his" fellow"demographers"

(many"from"his"PhD"student"days)"and"mentors"from"the"Demography"Department"ANU.""We"

maintained"an"active"regional"branch"and"organised"conferences"in"Adelaide"in"1986,"1996"and"

2006." " The" 1996" Conference"which"was" the" last" for" Prof" Borrie" and" his"wife" Alice,"was" very"

special" and"a"photo" from" then" included"Charles"Price"who"greatly" influenced"Graeme’s"work"

and"he"later"edited"a"selection"of"his"writing";"entitled"Immigration,+Settlement+and+Ethnicity+in+
Post6war+Australia+published"by"the"APA"Adelaide,"2000."
"

The"1980s"was"a"decade"in"which"his"research"focussed"on"Australia’s"changing"population"and"

he" undertook" detailed" analyses" of" the" 1981" census," including" a" series" of" monographs""

culminating"in"his"second"book"–Australia’s+Changing+Population+published"by"Oxford"Press"in"
1986." "His" first"book"Population+Mobility+ in+West+ Java,"published"by"Gadjah"Mada"University"

Press,"Yogyakarta"in"1978"was"based"on"his"PhD"thesis."He"continued"his"research"interests"in"

population"and"development"in"Indonesia"which"included"the"book"jointly"authored"by"T."Hull,"

V."Hull"and"G."Jones"The+Demographic+Dimension+in+Indonesian+Development,"Oxford"University"
Press," 1987." " The" books," book" chapters" and" articles" in" scholarly" journals," papers" and"

monographs"that"followed"are"too"numerous"to"mention"but"are"well"known"to"all."

"

In" this" period"we"were" teaching" undergraduate" courses" –" doing"manic" field" camps," training"

students" in"undertaking" survey"work" in" country"South"Australia," to" include"Port" Lincoln,"Port"

Pirie,"Mount"Gambier,"Naracoorte,"Victor"Harbor"and"Kangaroo"Island.""I"managed"to"complete"

my" Research"Masters" degree" on" The+ Ageing+ of+ Local+ area+ populations+ in+ Non6Metropolitan+
South+Australia"which"was"inspired"by"the"work"we"were"doing"at"this"time.""He"also"initiated"

and" had" responsibility" for" the" planning" and" organisation" of" the" coursework/thesis" 2" years"

Masters" Program" in" Population" Studies" at" Flinders," which" was" initially" students" from"

Indonesian"Universities"and"Government.""I"taught"in"the"program"with"Chris"Manning"from"the"

time"of" its" inception" in"1987"out"of" funds"generated"by" the"program." " Later"Ross"Steele"and"

then"Gour"Dasvama"joined"the"program"while"we"were"still"at"Flinders.""These"were"happy"and"

rewarding" times" when" we" saw" many" graduate" and" become" very" much" part" of" a" collegiate"

family." " It" was" hard" work" but" fun," and" diversified" not" only"my" teaching" experience" but"my"

cultural"awareness"and"sensitivity"which"has"added"greatly"to"my"life"experience."

"

The" 1990s" spelt" change" with" Graeme" being" appointed" Professor" of" Geography" at" Adelaide"

University"in"1992"and"I"went"with"him"as"part"of"his"research"team,"but"very"much"involved"in"

both" undergraduate" teaching" as" well" the" population" program" that" was" taught" jointly" with"

Flinders"for"a"number"of"years.""We"eventually"transitioned"to"mainly"supervising"research"PhDs"



students"at"Adelaide"and"undertook"some"new"research"initiatives.""In"1996"Graeme"moved"on"

from" being" Head" of" Geography" to" Director" of" a" new" National" Key" Centre" in" Research" and"

Teaching"in"Social"Applications"of"Geographical"Information"Systems"(GISCA).""He"shifted"some"

attention" to" GIS" based" research" again" placing" population" analysis" firmly" in" the" geographical"

context."In"2004"he"had"a"HUGO"GIS"room"named"after"him"at"his"old"school"Findon"High"which"

is"now"part"of"his"legacy."

"

During"this"period"we"taught"a"number"of"Undergraduate"courses"including"Spatial"Information"

Analysis,"Social"Science"Techniques,"Population,"Policy"and"Planning;"Geographical"Analysis"of"

Population" and" Applied" population." " We" also" instigated" a" Geodemographic" research" group"

during"the"time"Martin"Bell" joined"us"that"produced"a"range"of"publications"relating"to"South"

Australia’s"Population." "Graeme’s"research"interests" in"this"period"also"became"more"strongly"

focussed"on"internal"and"international"migration"–"and"one"such"area,"the"migration"of"women,"

ultimately"inspired"my"PhD"topic"that"I"finally"completed"in"2003."

"

The"2000s"also"brought"change"–"Graeme’s"expertise"was" increasingly" in"demand,"specifically"

International" migration" saw" him" travel" more" to" meetings," conferences," seminars" and"

workshops"to"include"all"continents"and"much"less"focussed"on"Indonesia.""He"was"appointed"to"

numerous" Boards" in" Australia" and" overseas" to" include:" editorial," government" (State" and"

Federal)"and"international,"research"grants,"review"and"advisory"panels"etc."the"list"is"too"long"

to" include" here," but" the" point" is" that" not" a" week" would" go" by" without" him" earning" more"

frequent"flyer"points!"""

"

This"tended"to"also"result"in"more"PhD"students"from"around"the"globe"as"a"result"of"his"active"

encouragement"of"many"to"come"to"Adelaide"to"pursue"their"research" interests"and" improve"

their" career" prospects," as"many"were" employed" in" Government" and" at" universities." " Steven"

Castles" when" he" visited" us" in" 2008" commented" on" our" very" large" multicultural" group" of"

doctoral" students," which" over" time" had" expanded" to" include" Africans," Malaysians,"

Bangladeshi’s,"Chinese"and"fewer"Indonesians."There"was"also"a"proliferation"of"agencies"he"did"

contract"work"for"which"continued"up"until"his"death."

"

In" 2002" he" secured" an" ARC" Federation" Fellowship" over" five" years" and" was" the" first" South"

Australian" to"get"one."His" research"project,""The+new+paradigm+of+ international+migration+ to+
and+ from+ Australia:+ dimensions,+ causes+ and+ implications"" became" a" central" focus" which"

effectively" bought" him"out" of" teaching." " I" formally" replaced"him"and" continued" to" teach" the"

courses"that"I"had"been"doing"for"many"years"with"him.""I"also"worked"with"him"undertaking"an"

emigration"survey"of"Australian"graduates"who"were"working"overseas"and"also"on"his"diaspora"

project."We"were" one"of" the" first" to" develop" a"web;based" survey" to" reach" our" target" group"

overseas."

"

In" 2009" he" was" awarded" an" ARC" Australian" Professorial" Fellowship" over" five" years" for" his"

research"project"“Circular+migration+in+Asia,+the+Pacific+and+Australia:+Empirical,+theoretical+and+
policy+ dimensions”" which" had" just" finished" at" the" time" of" his" death." During" this" time" he"

established" the"Australian"Population"and"Migration"Research"Centre"APMRC" in"2011,"which"

incorporated"what"was"formerly"known"as"GISCA.""This"centre"placed"extra"pressure"on"Graeme"

as"it"was"funded"by"his"ability"to"continue"to"bring"in"sufficient"funds.""As"Deputy"Director"my"

main"role"has"been"to"support"the"large"cohort"of"PhDs"that"were"working"in"Population"many"

that"I"jointly"supervised"with"Graeme.""This"was"a"busy"time"in"respect"to"PhD"research"students"

as"the"Postgraduate"Population"students"numbered"between"20;30"students"at"any"one"time.""



We"were"somewhat"disappointed"that"we"could"not"attract"many"local"students"to"do"Honours"

and"progress"to"do"PhDs"and"so"the"bulk"of"Postgraduates"have"been"international"students."""

"

In" 2011" we" also" changed" the" name" of" what" was" then" the" Discipline" of" Geographical" and"

Environmental" Studies" (the" result" of" the" merger" between" Geography" with" Environmental"

studies" in" 1998)" to" Geography," Environment" and" Population" to" reflect" the" significance" of"

population"to"the"department";"although" it"was"well"overdue." "Over"the" last"decade"we"have"

introduced"new" courses" to" the" curriculum" including" a" first" year" course" ;" Population" and" the"

Environment" in" Australia," Second" and" third" year" courses" ;" Population" and" Health," Global"

International"Migration" and"Applied" Population"Analysis"which" have" been"popular" to" a"wide"

range"of"students"from"other"disciplines.""

"

In" the" last" decade" Graeme" has" received" many" awards" and" accolades" including" a" few" very"

notable"ones:"

"

1. Inaugural Distinguished Alumni Award, Flinders University of South 
Australia, 2006. 

 
2. The J.P. Thomson Medal Award of the Royal Geographical Society of 

Queensland, 2012 
 
3. An Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) in 2012 for distinguished service to 

population research, particularly the study of international migration, population 
geography and mobility and through his leadership roles with national and 
international organisations.  

 
4. The Australia-International Medal awarded by the Institute of Australian 

Geographers in July 2014 in recognition of outstanding contribution, as an 
Australian geographer, to the advancement of Geography world-wide. 

 
5. Posthumous Conferral of Honorary Degree at the University of Adelaide -  Doctor 

of the University (honoris causa) 2015 
 
Of the many presentations, Graeme was particularly pleased with his 2013 Keynote 
address to the United Nations Commission on Population and Development in New York, 
which was well received and like many others influenced academic thought and policy 
throughout the world. 
"

Graeme"was"a"one"off"for"which"we"can"all"be"grateful"and"love"him"for"who"he"was."His"legacy"

is"enormous"and"for"all"who"knew"him"or"indeed,"had"read"his"work"or"listened"to"his"numerous"

presentations,"his"inspiration"will"remain"but"we"will"sadly"miss"him."

"

Graeme"John"HUGO""AO"

Born"5
th
""December"1946"and"died"20

th
"January"2015""(68"years)"

"

Some"photos"and"pieces"to"mark"my"working"life"with"him."
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